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LET’S START WITH
THE BASICS
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
The golden rule of a mail campaign

A perfectly timed, well-written piece, that has a clear and relevant message, with
a compelling call to action is priceless. Match your mail piece to your marketing objectives
by carefully choosing the best format, look, feel and messaging.
Many experts on the topic recommend a 40:40:20 approach to plan for a successful DM
campaign:

List

Offer

Creative
execution

40 | 40 | 20
Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
The golden rule of a mail campaign

40% - LIST
In other words, the right data to address the right people. Before all
else, consider who you are targeting with this campaign and what
information you will need to reach them.

A well-defined target profile and/or mailing list is key – whether it is
your own customer list or an external list.
What data can you use to uncover your target audience?
• Demographics

• Social class

• Geography

• Profession

• Life stage and lifestyle

• Household size

• Interests and behaviours

• E-commerce behaviour

Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
The golden rule of a mail campaign

40% - OFFER
This is where you consider what action you want someone to take,
why they should take action and how you will reward them for doing
it. What’s in it for me? What are you offering and why is it relevant?

There are many ways to present an offer: a promotion or discount,
special event, free expert advice, information to solve a problem, etc.
If you don’t offer something of value, you will be disappointed by the
response no matter how good your data and creative. Pretest your
offers, track them and adjust according to results.
Offers could include:

• Free information

• Free gift

• Discounts, specials, rebates

• Samples

• Donation matching

• Free trial

• Exclusive invitation

• Loyalty points

• Client onboarding incentive

• Promotional contests

Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
The golden rule of a mail campaign

20% - CREATIVE EXECUTION
Time to brand your look and feel. This includes creative, message
and format. It’s also about how you integrate your direct mail with
other media in the campaign – and in what order. Think about
paper quality, weight and finishing – areas which are often not
given enough attention. Add a varnish or coating to enhance the
experience. Include inserts like buck slips and cards to make your
brand stand out from the crowd.
Consider working with a postal partner to ensure your process fits
budgets and timelines.
Enhancements:
• Formats

• Inserts

• Inks

• Dimensional

• Coatings

• Interactive

• Finishes

• Sensory

• Technology (AR and QR)
Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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FORMATS
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
Formats
POSTCARD
Cost-effective and simple postcards are best for brief, clear messages. They work well for
reminders, thank-you messages and special offers. Postcards are also an excellent way to
contact current customers, who already know about a company’s products and services. Some
postal operators offer customisable online postcard creators which significantly reduce the
time you need to send out a postcard mailing.

SELF-MAILERS
These are brochures that fold into themselves and stay shut with an adhesive tab. Self-mailers
make an excellent introduction for the brand for prospective customers, because they can be
full-colour and include thorough details about the company. Self-mailers are more expensive
than postcards but carry much more information and do not require an outer envelope.

LETTERS
In situations where confidentiality, order forms or the element of surprise are required, the
traditional letter is often the best option. The letter can be a single-item personalised direct
mail item or part of a comprehensive mailing package which includes business cards, a small
brochure or a leaflet for a professional, polished presentation. Letters require separate
postage and envelopes, they are best for current customers or highly qualified prospects.

Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
Formats
DIMENSIONAL MAILERS
A dimensional mailer, such as a pop-up, tube or box, looks fresh and upscale. They are a
compelling option for high-level contacts. Dimensional mailers can be used to give an
overview of a company or simply to deliver a unique valuable item which the recipient
would like to keep.

NON-STANDARD FOLDED MAILERS
Accordion, basic, exotic, gate, map, parallel, poster and roll folds. By using one of these
solutions, you will make sure your direct mail stands out from the crowd and gets more
attention and hands-on time. A large collection of print folding ideas is available on the
foldfactory website.

CATALOGUES
This is a visual format, so design with that in mind. Often, the goal is to inspire readers and
have them visit online or in-store. The higher cost of producing high-quality catalogues
means that it is best to send them to current customers or highly qualified prospects.
Catalogues offer a great cross-selling opportunity, since customers don’t only see products
they originally purchased, but also related or new ones.

Source: Foldfactory, DMA
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INTEGRATION,
TESTING, BOOSTING
RESPONSE
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
Integration with other channels
There are different ways to use direct mail along with digital marketing channels, and your decisions will be based
on the needs of your business. Here are some options:
With online advertising (banners, paid ads)

With email

You can add direct mail to encourage specific online
behaviours, such as returning to abandoned carts, or to
reinforce your digital promotions. Multiple touchpoints
can help you close sales.

You can use direct mail to build your list of email
subscribers by creating a call to action to sign up for
your newsletter. Make the most of the channel to send
reminders and fulfill email offers like coupons,
information packages, catalogues, etc.

With paid social media

With Search Engine Marketing (SEM)

Direct mail can help bring your message to target
audiences who haven’t embraced social media, or who
block or choose to ignore advertising on these
platforms. It can complement your social media page
and ads by providing a tangible reminder of your brand.

You can even use direct mail to drive prospects online
for research, where SEM kicks in to shift prospects from
“desire” to “close.” So how do you make the most of
this physical-digital opportunity to execute an
integrated campaign? Start by eliminating your silos,
and pay attention to sequencing, because research
shows that sequencing matters.

Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
What should you test?
When you decide to do testing in the next direct mail campaign, change only one element at a time (format,
creative or offer). This way you can clearly identify what works best. Below we list the most popular pairs of
elements to be tested.
Format

Creative

•

Self-mailer vs. outer envelope (OE/Letter)

•

Short copy vs. long copy

•

Oversize vs. standard

•

Augmented reality

•

Dimensional vs. standard

•

Media integration and sequencing

•

Buckslip (an extra insert) vs. no buckslip

•

Messaging

•

Postcard vs. Outer Envelope/Letter

•

Response mechanism

•

Call to action

Offer
•

Price terms

•

Time limit

•

Free

•

Value add

•

% discount vs. $ off

Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
Boosting response rates
Create a bespoke
landing page

Include all your
social media links

Follow up your
mailing with other
channels

Have a timelimited special
offer

Include customer
testimonials

Make your
customers
a guarantee

Offer a freephone
number/whatsapp

Use clever
messaging

Include a custom
branded QR code
Feature a discount
code to claim an
offer

Use statistics as
evidence of your
claims or other
proof

Quote a celebrity,
influencer, or
authority

Source: Royal Mail, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
Use a partner for your next DM campaign
You can go about creating a direct mail campaign yourself but – just like with any other channel – all the different
moving pieces of a successful campaign can just drag you away from managing your business. Working with a
partner to set up and execute the campaign has a number of benefits, such as:
•

Target the right prospects and optimise an existing list

•

Develop creative that drives consumer attention, emotional engagement and brand recall

•

Better integrate your marketing mix so you can create consistent messages across all channels

•

Make sure your campaign looks local even if you are targeting an audience from a different country

•

Ensure your mailing meets all print and processing requirements

Source: Canada Post, Royal Mail, IPC
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PROGRAMMATIC
DIRECT MAIL
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
Programmatic DM
Programmatic DM is the latest intelligent product combining direct mail
and e-commerce – it takes the best elements of digital marketing and
offline marketing and merges them resulting in increased engagement and
conversion with your customer.

5 types of campaigns
1.

Browse but no sale

2.

Abandoned baskets

Programmatic DM uses the integration of technology on your website to
identify your customer’s online behaviour. This feature enables you to
track your customer’s journey and trigger with a retargeted DM that is
delivered to their address, leading to improved sales conversion.

3.

First time purchasers

4.

Customers stop buying

5.

Loyal customers

Setting up a programmatic mail campaign consists of five key steps. First,
the advertiser sets up the campaign objectives together with KPIs. Then
key pages are tagged to be able to track the user journey and assets are
uploaded to the programmatic mail technology provider – this way, as
soon as a desired action is performed online on the relevant page, a direct
mail piece can be automatically created and sent to print. It will usually be
delivered to the recipient’s doorstep within 48 hours. The final step
involves performance reporting with access to real-time insights and
campaign refinement based on the detailed analytics.

5 steps to a campaign
1.

Set campaign objectives

2.

Tag key pages

3.

Upload assets

4.

Direct mail is triggered

5.

Performance reporting

Source: IPC members, IPC analysis
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DIRECT MAIL GUIDE: THE PRACTICE
Programmatic DM vs other channels – An Post case study

@

Average Basket Size

Average click-through* Rate
Conversion Rate
Bounce Rate

€46

€30

eMail
retargeting**

Online display
retargeting***

5.6%
4.5%
0.1%

0.1%
3.9%
0.3%

€36
Social media
retargeting***

1.11%
7.1%
0.25%

€59
Programmatic Direct
Mail

70%
13.9%
0.05%

Source: IPC members, IPC analysis; * clicks are measured by how many customers come back to site after receiving the mailing (which our tech tracks). **iClothing.com average conversion stats. *** Latest trends in re-marketing
https://www.smartinsights.com/internet-advertising/internet-advertising-analytics/display-advertising-clickthrough-rates//
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RESEARCH REPORTS
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING
From Australia
Research by Australia Post
Australia Post commissioned Accenture to undertake this research
into the role and value of mail as a channel to better understand
its unique qualities as part of the communication mix. The findings
suggest mail has a distinct advantage, particularly over digital
channels. Accenture surveyed 2,015 Australian consumers on their
views of the value and impact of mail in their lives and their
decision making and supported this with 90 individual interviews.
Highlights of the study are shown below:
•
•
•
•

In an age of information overload with consumers overwhelmed by inbox clutter, mail stands out and captures
people’s attention.
Mail continues to be an effective driver of direct response. A significant number of survey respondents made
a purchase as a direct result of receiving mail.
Importantly for e-commerce businesses, mail is shown to drive online behaviour. A large proportion of
respondents confirmed they made online purchases as a result of mail-driven offers.
Analysis of the survey data reveals a causal relationship between three of mail’s qualities and the likelihood
recipients are expected to take action. The inherent trustworthiness, sensory dimensions of tactility and the
affirmation experienced in relation to the receipt of mail are examined in turn and their potential applications
discussed in this report.

Learn more at auspost.com.au
Source: Australia Post, 2020
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING
From Belgium
Research by bpost

Survey methodology

The Paper Reach Survey maps the attitudes and behaviors of the
Belgian population regarding their letterbox and specific direct mail
(called Paper Mail in the study) pieces. Its objective is to allow
advertisers and agencies to make motivated decisions on their media
mix as this survey gives a clear view on the reach of direct mail. The
study was done in cooperation with a research agency and with
a special task force of industry experts to ensure maximum
objectiveness. Its results were presented in an original, appealing way,
with reference to an old-time music hit from late 70’s, Le Freak by the
band Chic, combined with an online data analysis platform and video
interviews with key members of the task force.

Paper Reach media tool is available at
www.paper-reach.be

Key take-aways from this study:
• For every direct mail received the average reading rate is 79%
• 59% of direct mail received generated a positive emotion
• 33% of direct mail received generated a reaction online (website visit,
search for reviews, etc.)
• 54% of direct mail received from e-commerce shops were kept in the
house for more than a week
Learn more at paper-reach.be
Source: bpost, 2021
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING
From France
Research by Le groupe la poste

Launched in 2011, BALMétrie is an Economic
Interest Group which consists of Le Groupe La
Poste and partners from the media/advertising
sectors.
Its objectives are to quantify the power and
attitude towards mail campaigns and its crossmedia complementarity. The research also aims
at demonstrating the modernity and
attractiveness of the media to consumers.
Key findings from this study were:

DRIVE TO WEB EFFECT
of readers of an addressed advertising mail declare having visited
the website of the brand or intention to do so after reading it.

For e-commerce
brands

• 63.3% of French people have read at least one admail over a week
and, on average, they read 6.4 mail pieces.
• 43% of readers of advertising print, on average, declare that they
have been or intend to go to a point of sale after reading it.
• 21% of readers of an addressed advertising mail declare having
visited the website of the brand or intention to do so after reading it.

For fashion
stores /
accessories

For products
of care/
cosmetics /
beauty

For the
insurance /
health finance
sector

Find out more at laposte.fr
Source: Le Groupe La Poste
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING
From Germany
Research by Deutsche Post
The Dialogmarketing-Monitor 2020 is the most recent of the series of
annual reports analysing the advertsing landscape in Germany since
1997. The report is based on almost 3,000 telephone interviews with
marketing decision-makers from across the country. Key insights
include:

Use of media for advertising to existing customers,
media in % (and YoY change)
Email marketing
Addressed mail

• German companies spent 40.4 billion euros on their advertising last
year - exactly as much as in 2018. For the first time, traditional
media increased again: by 300 million euros in net volume. The
area of dialogue marketing is shrinking by the same volume.

Press ads

• An important pillar of the advertising market is trading with net
advertising spending of 13.4 billion euros: that is an increase of
2.3% compared to 2018.

Social media

• Every eighth company uses fully addressed mailings. Retail invests
the most in this medium with around 3.6 billion euros.

Print inserts

Telemarketing

Outdoor advertising

• The most important key medium in recruiting existing customers is
print mail, followed by e-mail.

Find out more at deutschepost.de

Source: Kantar TNS for Deutsche Post, Dialogmarketing-Monitor 2020
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING
From the UK
Research by Market Reach, Royal Mail
The Physically Irresistible report by Royal Mail Market Reach is a
great example of an inspiration e-book on the mail medium as a
whole – it’s packed with case studies, expert advice and research
results, all designed in a very modern style which reads more like a
fancy magazine than a marketing material for mail advertising.

In the report, Patrick Barwise, Emeritus Professor of Management
& Marketing at London Business School talks about the
accountability of marketers “Direct mail can seem more costly than
digital communications but it will often be more profitable over the
long term - and without any of the reputational and other risks
associated with some digital media. As always, consider the value
of the investment and the risks, not just the cost.”
Find out more at marketreach.co.uk

Source: Royal Mail
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING
From the UK
JICMAIL audience measurement system
Established in 2017, the Joint Industry Committee for Mail provides the UK’s first
recognised audience measurement system, similar to what exists for other large
national ad channels such as TV. JICMAIL provides the same corporate governance on
the collection and publishing of data as other JICs, such as Broadcasters Audience
Research Board (BARB) and Audience Measurement for Publishers (PAMCo).
It continuously collects that data from a panel of 1,000 households weighted for
demographics, region and household make-up. Respondents use an app to
photograph every piece of mail they receive, reporting on what they do with that mail
over the following four weeks.
In the most recent Q1 2021 results published, mail effectiveness was found to
continually record double-digit year on year growth across nearly all stages of the
customer journey. 9% of mail (DM, Door Drops and Business Mail combined)
prompted a visit to an advertiser website in Q1 2021, representing a 32% growth in
effectiveness year on year.
Key findings from JICMAIL used to inform a recent campaign for a furniture brand:
• Mail captures the attention - By analysing lifespan data JICMAIL can demonstrate that a typical mail item from this sector will stay in
the home 8.3 days on average (see chart)
• Mail is an interactive channel - By analysing the frequency of interaction with mail, JICMAIL can demonstrate that the average
Swoon/Made/Load mail item generates three exposures a month, contributing to brand planning KPIs
• Mail drives response across the stages of the journey - Connecting readers to their online journey to Swoon Analysis of the
competitor set demonstrated that 15% have prompted website visits and 3% are used to plan a large purchase JICMAIL reveals the
hidden effects.
Find out more at jicmail.org.uk
Source: JICMAIL
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RESEARCH SUPPORTING MAIL ADVERTISING
From Switzerland
Advertising in the age of coronavirus: paper beats on-screen
With the coronavirus pandemic, advertising delivered to consumer homes
has regained importance. In a study of more than 1,000 people in Germanspeaking Switzerland, market research agency intervista AG researched the
changing consumer behaviour and attitudes towards various advertising
channels.
Unsurprisingly, there have been some fundamental changes since March
2020. For example, 52% of respondents say they have significantly changed
their consumer behaviour. 18% are keeping a closer eye out for bargains,
20% are paying more attention to quality and 30% are buying more Swiss
products. 44% of respondents also anticipate that their consumer
behaviour will change (or continue to change) – this may therefore
constitute a long-term change.

How often do you pay attention to the following
advertising channels?
Addressed mail
TV advertising
Social media ads

Only 18 and 19% of respondents pay attention to advertising on websites or
search engines respectively. At 26%, social networks are also only in the
middle of the pack. Well ahead, at 40%, is TV advertising – also a traditional
medium that is predominantly consumed at home. Enjoying the most
attention, however, is another equally familiar channel: addressed
promotional mailings, which 48% of respondents said that they pay
attention to, according to the survey. And when asked which form of
advertising is most likely to inspire them to make a purchase, addressed
promotional mailings, at 57%, were also the most frequent response.
Find out more at www.swisspost.ch/werbewirkung-corona
Source: Swiss Post
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Often

From time to time

14%

34%

9%

32%

7%

Display ads 1%

19%
17%

48%
41%

26%

18%

57%
said they feel motivated to
purchase after seeing a personally
addressed advertising. Only 22%
said the same for social media
advertising and 11% for display ads.
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RESEARCH RESULTS
Direct mail delivers – now more than ever

Access the
full
infographic
HERE

Source: Postal Operators
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CASE STUDIES
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CASE STUDIES
IE – iClothing and An Post partner #clothing&accessories #programmatic #ecommerce

iClothing is one of the fastest growing online
fashion retailers in Ireland. In early 2021, they
worked closely with An Post on a programmatic
direct mail campaign and recorded a 70% average
click-through rate.
LEARN MORE
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CASE STUDIES
UK – Swoon partners with Mailbird #home&garden

With digital acquisition costs increasing, Swoon approached
Mailbird for help. Mailbird used JICMAIL data to show how
mail could work for their audience. This led to an ROI
payback of over 22 times.
LEARN MORE
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CASE STUDIES
UK – Land Rover sends out interactive mailing #automotive

Land Rover sold 700 incremental Range Rover Sports at a ROI
of 140:1.

LEARN MORE
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CASE STUDIES
UK – Sky customers return after mailing #lapsedcustomers #entertainment

Sky saw a 33% increase in ex-customers returning to Sky
giving the campaign a 6:1 return on investment. At 2p per
piece it was Sky Winback’s least expensive mailing.
LEARN MORE
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CASE STUDIES
BE – Torfs tests email and direct mail mix #footwear #loyalty #testing

In this campaign for local shoe retailer, TORFS, direct mail
and email were tested against plain email campaign. Each
euro invested brought in turnover of 6.1 euros.
LEARN MORE
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CASE STUDIES
BE – TUI uses small postcard for great results #travelagency #testing

Test group: 51,000 customers received a postcard on the
“sun” theme. This Direct Mail was the only tangible
medium in a mix of radio, television and digital. Additional
turnover of €780,000, an increase of 14% compared to the
control group.
LEARN MORE
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CASE STUDIES
BE – Telenet #entertainment #testing

With the goal of convincing Flemish families with children
to watch Play, a channel dedicated to series and films for
adults and children for free, until the next school holidays
a test group and control group campaigns were
established. The spring action brought the best ROI - for
every euro invested in the DM, 3.62 euros were collected.
LEARN MORE
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CASE STUDIES
FR – Skoda puts creativity in its mail campaign #automotive #creative

Skoda’s recent advertising mail performed very well, with
an open rate of 92%, 7 points above the average recorded
for the automotive sector as a whole. More than 70% of
the recipients said they were willing to go to the
dealership.
LEARN MORE
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WANT MORE CONTENT
ON
DIRECT MAIL?
Go to
www.ipc.be/dm
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